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various types as “green entrepreneurs” working for economic ends 
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ugh

scale recycling enterprises. Pakistan’s ever

positioning it an activity performed by “green entrepreneurs” for 

. 
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Waste picking is an “

promotes appropriate recycling” (Patwary, 2011). It has been argued 

“high unemployment… proliferating amounts of solid waste, and a 
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pickers work on small level and don’t acquire huge setups. They 
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n 

isn’t satisfactory. Pakistan approximately generates 20million tons of 

everyday practice and the company hasn’t yet attained a 100% waste 

populous cities of Pakistan. The city however isn’t free from solid 

700 tons of 
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accountable for administering the solid wastes, while it’s PDA duty 

items such as wood and paper. This helps MC’s manage the waste 

numerous illnesses as they’re living in the most unhygienic of 

hey also collaborate with “Kochis” 

are basically from the “kachaabadis” of the city. 
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ndently and don’t get any assistance or support from 

what “constitutes acceptable knowledge in the field of 
study” (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2009). 

entrepreneurs will have a strong idiosyncratic “flavor” to utilization 

focus is on “what motivates green” entrepreneurs (Thiétart, 2

resources. This research’s population consists of all informal 

allows for a strong role of researcher’s insight towards section of the 
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patterns of sustainable livelihood of green entrepreneurs. GT’s 

by 
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“ bari2).”

“ .”

“

.”

“We [“Kochis”] rear animals under ring road bridge...we are sifting 
[their food from collecting] garbage (NPDA8).”

“Animals kept for rearing are fed from [fodder extracted from] 

garbage as cultivation is expensive (NPDA5).”
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“In hot season majority of people residing in Hayatabad go to areas 

winter they come here due to which our work also rises (NPDA3).”

“Summer is hard due to spoiled peels and worms in it. Winter is 
better (kocha data).”

“In summer we need more money and prices are low (kabari 03).”

“In summer the prices are low and in winter the rates are good and 

even we can’t stock at home in summer and we sometimes burn them 

to get rid of it (R23).”
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are not taking loan because they don’t need it or have other sources 

garbage collectors because they are working every day and can’t 

.

“

”

“

”

“

”

. 
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